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bUFFET 
sERVICE

Our buffet service whether tapas or family style is
the perfect formula for your dinner aperitifs or
 birthdays, baby showers, engagement parties, 
family reunions, gender reveals and more!

Options
Tapas buffet 
You may choose a maximum of 10 tapas from the list
provided. I will multiply by the number of guests.

Family Buffet
From our list you may choose 3 cold dishes, 3 hot sides
and 3 main dishes.

The shopping is facilitated by me to guarantee the
quality and freshness of the produce (local suppliers,
market gardeners, butchers, auctions, direct farms).

Cocktail option €8 per cocktail
Welcome cocktail: You choose 1 cocktail from
a list of classic cocktails and Chilli & Life creations, they
will be made and served by Pierre at the arrival of your
guests.

Bar Option
You may choose a maximum of 3 cocktails from our list.
For this option, you must provide a "Bartender"
supplement at €25 per hour.

Server Option
For your event, a "Server" option is also available if
needed at 25€ per hour per server).

Buffet decoration option
We also offer optional buffet decoration. 
You choose a theme, colours and give us a
budget. 

Preparation
Before I arrive, I ask for a clean and tidy kitchen
as well as an empty dishwasher and bin.
All preparations are made at your home.

I will arrive at your home approximatively 5 hours 
before the start time of the festivities.

I will use your cookware as well as your dishes.
However, I bring all other utensils necessary for
dressing the dishes. 

If you do not take a Server option, my departure
will be once the buffet has been set up.
I will clean your kitchen before my departure.

Prices 
The price of the service is €50 all inclusive per
guest. A deposit of 40% is requested upon
validation of the quote and the balance at the
end of the service.


